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‘Printing all the new we suspect might be true”

Annual Meeting Set for March 5th!
The association's annual meeting will be held on March 5th starting at
6:30 pm. We will meet in the Eagle room of the Issaquah police building.
Same place as last year.

We don’t promise this will be as good as the last movie you saw, but we
do put on a good show! We’re sure you’ll find the hour and half the
meeting takes to be interesting and worthwhile.

There are several benefits of the annual meeting that aren’t always
obvious. The first is that the people, chairpersons and board members
hear what the community’s concern are. Second it allows the
community to give input on how the community is being operated.
Finally it allows everyone to discuss what future plans we should be
making. Four Lakes has a lot of moving parts that allow it to function:
We maintain our own roads. We operate and maintain our own water
system. We have community playground and picnic area. We have an
emergency program to assist neighbors in an emergency. And of
course we collect dues and pay for all of the above.

We will also need to elect three board members to three year term on
the board. Terms are expiring for Rod Case, Brendan Pecht and Mark
Anderson. Mark has said he wants to run again, Rod and Brendan have
said they too will run, but would be happy to move over if someone was
interested in the job. If you have an interest, let Terry Deschenes know,
but nominations will also be accepted from the floor.

Looking forward to seeing you there neighbor!

Easter Egg Hunt
By Nina Hufford / Entertainment Chair

The annual Easter Egg Hunt plans
are in the making! The date has
been set: April 5th starting at 10
am. 600 eggs to find and great
prizes. More information will
follow.

Check out the 4 Lakes Website

www.four-lakes.org

Pumpkins Anyone?
Next year’s Fall Festival is starting early
as plans are made for the first ever Four
Lakes Pumpkin patch. We’re going to
have a Pumpkin Patch where the kids of
four lakes will be planting, well,
pumpkins for next years Festival. This
has the Entertainment, Community
Property and Water Committees all
cooperating to make it happen. Watch
for details on the community bulletin
board.

Are You Ready . . . ?
By Mark Anderson/ Emergency Prep Chair

The Four Lakes Emergency Preparedness Team strives to make sure that our residents are
prepared and ready to handle some basic emergency scenarios as a community.  The goals of
this team are to:

1. Attempt to mitigate a minor emergency situation as a community without taxing the 911
system.

2. Come together as a community with the resources that we have and assist each other
during a natural disaster.

3. Communicate a need within our community and assist each other whenever we are able.

If you have recently moved into the community, we would like to contact you and review our
CERT (Community Emergency Response Team) information packet with you.  On our Four
Lakes Community directory, we have divided the community into five zones.  The zone captains
are:
 Red Zone – Kevin Bray
 Green Zone – Evan Lurton
 Yellow Zone – Keith & Chris Renfrew

Blue Zone – Tom Norton & Debbie Berto
Orange Zone – Mark Anderson

We attempt to have a community wide emergency preparedness drill every two years so within
our zones we can discuss the steps we would take to mitigate a situation in our community.  We
will be having another drill this year and will be reviewing our radio communications, the need
to have up to date / serviced fire extinguishers, and reviewing the equipment that our neighbors
have to assist with an emergency situation.

Please feel free to contact any of the zone captains with any questions or me, Mark Anderson,
the Chairman for the Emergency Preparedness Team.  You can reach me at 425.391.5904 or
markandtriona@yahoo.com.

Eagles on Osprey Lake
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The Beaver War Saga is now in its sixth year
and …“all’s quiet on the Western Front”  had
been the report from our heroic forces
manning the Maginot-Beaver Line. Very little
evidence of their night-time activity has been
noticed this whole year, so we can only
conclude that our beaver-deceiver pipes have
quelled their ferocious attempts at inundating
our community. Likewise, their Berserker-
South American cousins, the Nutria, have not
been seen on my lake. Perhaps they’ve moved
on to terrorize neighboring communities or
are “lying low”, as the wily creatures they are,
awaiting us to let down our guard so they can
infiltrate our borders again.  We’ll keep
sentries posted and sound the alarm should it
be necessary.

A new project this year for our Lakes
Committee is to name our 6 community lakes
rather than number them, which no one can
seem to remember, which may be a comment
on our communal mental acuity. So, various
suggestions from property owners have been
put forth, and 5 of the 6 lakes have been
named and will appear on the community
directory so we can all be informed and better
relate to our community ‘s best assets. The 6th

lake is about to be named, but the final
naming-vote hasn’t occurred with the variety
of suggested names.

4-Lakes Beaver War Dispatches:
By Bob Liebling / Lakes Chair & Generalismo of the Beaver Militia

Lake 1: Heron Lake
Lake 2: Osprey Lake
Lake 3: Horrocks Lake
Lake 4: Eagle Lake

 Lake 5: Bufflehead Lake
Lake 6:  to be named

One of the responsibilities of the Lakes
committee is to stock the lakes with fish we know
will thrive and won’t be detrimental to our lakes
and the eco-system surrounding them.
Therefore, I would urge you to  stock your
own fish into the lakes unless you consult the
Board so we can verify that the variety of fish you
wish to introduce isn’t an invasive species.

Since the beaver activity has been minimal, the
lake levels have been fairly consistent and don’t
seem to be unusually high and causing damage
to lake-front property. We have had a wetter than
normal year in 2014 so it is good that the lake
levels have remained manageable. However, if
you notice unusual changes in the lake levels,
please don’t make any efforts in diverting water
courses or drainage pipes unless you’ve notified
the Board of the problem. We can then evaluate
the problem and consider mitigations to the
problem you’re experiencing, based on our
experience with the other lakes.

Well, hope to see you at the annual meeting and
get any feed-back you may have concerning the
lakes.

Winter 2015 Water Report
By Evan Lurton / Water Chair

Planning and procurement is underway for
the continuation of water vault upgrades
and meter installations as required by
Washington State. This year, there will be
approximately ten new installations
primarily on SE162nd St. All recent water
testing has passed, and no maintenance or
system issues to report. As always, and
particularly after a freeze, be on alert for
broken pipes. Please repair promptly, and
report any breaks, which will allow us to
reconcile our water pumping log.

Bits and Pieces
Family Photos A new feature has been added to
our website. It is titled "Families of Four Lakes"
and features pictures of our resident families.
These pictures were taken at the Fall Festival.
It can also be accessed via a new link on our
main web page http://www.four-lakes.org . Rod
Case caseissy@msn.com will post your picture
if you will email it to him.

4 Lakes Craig’s List? You bet! A new feature for
our website is currently being developed by our
web master Craig Anderson. Many residents
have expressed a desire to be able to post
recommendations on service providers and
Craig is building such a feature. We scratched
our heads trying to come up with a title for the
new page. Being totally original we plan on
naming it "Four Lakes Craig's List" in honor of
our web master. Look for an announcement of
its implementation coming in early 2015.

Garbage Cans - A suggestion from our roads
committee is to place your garbage cans as
close to the paving on our roads as possible.
This will allow the garbage truck to pick up your
cans without pulling off the road.

Dues Change As spelled out in the Associations
By-Laws our annual dues/fees may be
automatically increased each year by an
amount equal to the official Consumer Price
Index (CPI) increase for the Seattle area. This
number is determined by the increase from
August of one year to August of the next. The
official government website shows the Puget
Sound index increased by 1.8% from August of
2013 to August of 2014. The Board has decided
to apply this increase to our 2015 billings. That
means that the quarterly dues will increase
from $93.54 to $95.22. Fees for water service
will increase from $42.06 to $42.82. The 1st
quarter 2015 billing for a house with water
service will be $138.04. This will be discussed
at the annual meeting if you have questions.

Trails available for hiking, horseback riding, or
mountain bikes are accessible from the
southeast corner of Four Lakes. Check out the
Four Lakes website for a map.

Mail
By Rod Case / Treasurer

Many of our association members have
expressed concern about the risk of their
payment checks being delivered via the mail
and therefore subject to theft.  For this reason
we have taken two actions.
1. We purchased and installed a more
secure mailbox.  Although certainly not break
in proof the new one will present a bigger
challenge to anyone trying to break in.
2. With the help of several neighbors I
have documented the process for people to
set up a direct deposit payment to the
association. Simply stated this process will
result in your payment being electronically
transferred from your bank account into the
associations account. Essentially the same
way banks move money between themselves.
A majority of our members use one of three
banks. BECU, Chase, Bank of America. I
therefore have asked association members
who use one of those banks to set up direct
payments and while doing so document the
steps they go through. If you are interested in
starting a direct payment please contact me.
I will provide you with the process write-up for
your bank. And if you use a different bank
than one of these three I would welcome
working with you to set up a direct payment
and document the process for your bank.

4 Lakes Wants YOU!
By Terry Deschenes

Want to have some fun? Want to get to know your
neighbors? Consider volunteering for one of the
committees in 4 Lakes! Whether you can only help
one time a year or want to dive right in, you will be
welcome. See Tom Norton / Roads, Marty Johnson /
Community Property, Evan Lurton / Water, Nina
Hufford / Entertainment, Brendan Pecht / Welcome
Wagon or Terry Deschenes if you are looking for an
opportunity.


